Welcome!

Time to put our blocks together and make them into a quilt!

**REQUIRED MATERIALS**

- 1 yard **black** fabric
- 52” × 21” **aqua** fabric
- 3¼ yard for backing

**CUT FABRICS**

From **black** fabric, cut:
- (12) 1½” × 12½” rectangles for **sashing**
- (4) 1½” × WOF strips for **inner border**
- (6) 2½” × WOF strips for **binding**

From **aqua** fabric, cut:
- (4) 1½” × 1½” squares for **cornerstones**
- (4) 4” × 52” LOF strips (down the length of fabric) for **outer border**

**ASSEMBLY**

For this step, **press all seams toward sashing**.

Sew a sashing strip to the right of blocks 1, 2, 4, 5, 7 and 8. Sew blocks into rows.

With the remaining sashing strips, sew together with the cornerstone squares as follows: (1) strip, (1) cornerstone, (1) strip, (1) cornerstone, (1) strip. Repeat to make a second pieced sashing strip.

Sew one of the pieced sashing strips to the bottom of the top row. Sew the other pieced sashing strip to the bottom of the middle row. Finally, sew the three rows together.
**BORDERS**

**Method One:**
Sew left and right **inner borders** FIRST, then trim to be even with the quilt. Repeat for the top and bottom inner borders.

Sew left and right **outer borders** FIRST, then trim to be even with the quilt. Repeat for top and bottom outer borders.

**Method Two:**
Measure the sides of your quilt top.
Write your measurement here: ____
*(Should be 38½”)*
Cut (2) **inner border** strips to this length.
Sew to left and right sides of your quilt.

Measure the top/bottom of your quilt top.
Write your measurement here: ____
*(Should be 40½”)*
Cut (2) **inner border** strips to this length.
Sew to top and bottom of your quilt.

Measure the sides of your quilt top.
Write your measurement here: ____
*(Should be 40½”)*
Cut (2) **outer border** strips to this length.
Sew to left and right sides of your quilt.

Measure the top/bottom of your quilt top.
Write your measurement here: ____
*(Should be 47½”)*
Cut (2) **outer border** strips to this length.
Sew to top and bottom of your quilt.

**FINISH THE QUILT**
Layer quilt top, batting, and backing. Quilt as desired.

Piece binding strips into one long strip. Fold pieced binding strip in half lengthwise with wrong sides together and press. Line up raw edges of the binding strip with the raw edge of the quilt. Sew binding to the front side of the quilt, starting at any side. Turn the binding over and hand stitch to the back of the quilt.